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Welcome to the world of Order Intelligence, where  
the convergence of technology and strategy 
generates unmatched profit for product-centric 
brands and distributors. 

Order Intelligence is a transformative platform 

designed to improve your business’s ability to create 

flawless orders and optimize profitability.

As industry dynamics evolve, organizations face 

many challenges in navigating the intricacies of order 

management. Pursuing flawless order execution 

addresses the growing need to maximize profits and 

achieve sustainable growth. Unfortunately, these goals 

unearth common issues, like the increasing complexity 

of order management processes and inefficiencies 

that impede business performance, especially at scale.

Join us as we explore how Order Intelligence transforms 

order complexities and yields outstanding profits. 

Through unique perspectives and experiences, we will 

share new insights to harness the full profit potential 

hidden within every order, down to the line level.

Order Intelligence redefines the efficiency and 

profitability of your entire order management system, 

putting you in precise control — a feat only achievable 

with cutting-edge technology.

The Evolution of Order Management

Best-practice order management systems have 

evolved from manual, paper-based processes 

to sophisticated digital solutions. Initially, order 

management involved handwritten orders, physical 

filing systems, and manual fulfillment processes. 

These error-prone systems are laborious and time-

consuming. Early computer systems introduced 

limited automation – allowing businesses to manage 

orders more efficiently – but it wasn’t until Enterprise 

Resource Planning (ERP) systems became available 

that centralized data provided a comprehensive view 

of operations.

The convergence of Artificial Intelligence (AI), machine 

learning, and automation technologies propels 

order management systems into the digital age. The 

introduction of Order Intelligence software marks a 

pivotal moment in order management evolution by 

enabling businesses to proactively detect and resolve 

issues in real time, optimize profitability, and automate 

workflows. AI algorithms now power predictive 

analytics for demand and margin trends. Machine 

learning algorithms enhance accuracy and streamline 

operations, while automation eliminates bottlenecks 

and ensures flawless order execution. 

Order Intelligence is now transforming order 

management from a reactive, manual process into 

a proactive, data-driven strategy that maximizes 

profitability with measurably fewer resources required.
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From Challenges to Order Excellence

Current order management systems face many 

challenges, particularly when navigating the 

complexities of pricing, multichannel and omnichannel 

environments, and inventory data management. 

Here’s a closer look: 

• Complex Pricing Frameworks: Intricate pricing 

creates significant risk factors for error-prone 

orders. Multi-tier pricing structures involving 

discounts, promotions, and customized 

agreements lead to confusion and manual errors.

• Manual Reviews and Limited Order Visibility: 

Manual reviews and poor visibility create a 

breeding ground for at-risk orders due to 

inaccurate inventory levels and order details. 

Human error often goes undetected throughout 

the order cycle, directly reducing revenue.

• Multichannel Complexity: Multiple sales and 

distribution channels lead to errors in order 

processing due to channel isolation. This results in 

fragmented data and inefficiencies.

• Omnichannel Challenges: Navigating between 

channels causes order discrepancies and delays, 

making it difficult to align processes with evolving 

customer expectations.

The Cavallo Order Management Platform empowers 

product-centered brands and distributors to streamline 

order processes and achieve significant bottom-line 

growth. With advanced AI and machine learning, 

it offers unparalleled insights and automation 

capabilities to transform order management into a 

strategic business asset.

With Cavallo, you can realize:

• Improved Profit Margins: Uncover and prevent hidden 

profit leaks and optimize profitability at every stage 

of the order lifecycle for amplified revenue growth.

• Real-Time Defect Detection: Proactively identify and 

resolve margin-eroding issues like over-discounting 

and hidden costs, safeguarding profitability.

• Scalable and Proactive Order Resolution: Scan  

tens of thousands of in-flight quotes and orders 

within seconds to proactively identify and resolve 

low-margin issues before they escalate at any 

scale of operations.

• Maximized Operational Efficiency: Automate 

workflows and eliminate bottlenecks, ensuring 

flawless order execution and operational excellence.

• Data-Driven Decision-Making: Access pre-built 

data visualizations and advanced analytics 

to optimize profitability and drive continuous 

improvement strategies.

CAVALLO ORDER MANAGEMENT PLATFORM 

• Inventory Errors: Data inaccuracies – such as 

incorrect inventory levels, location discrepancies, 

and delivery errors – result in delayed shipments 

and lost orders that impact operational efficiency 

and bottom-line profitability.

Introducing Order Intelligence

Order Intelligence improves the effectiveness of 

order management for product-driven brands by 

uncovering new and unrealized revenue streams. It 

is laser-focused on delivering real-time insights by 

scanning thousands of orders in seconds across ERP 

and order management systems with advanced AI 

and machine learning capabilities. Having identified 

errors, Order Intelligence systems proactively resolve 

low-margin issues at scale, ensuring every order 

is optimized for maximum profit. It also provides a 

comprehensive view of the entire order lifecycle to 

promote informed decision-making and enable 

brands to manage complexity, turning the order 

management process into a profit machine.
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Put Order Intelligence to Work

1. Real-Time Margin Analysis: We harness AI and 

other proprietary technologies to identify low-

margin issues and forecast potential margin 

challenges based on historical trends and market 

dynamics. Proactively addressing future profit risks 

can prevent profit leakage and keep you ahead of 

the competition. By addressing low-margin issues 

in real-time and proactively mitigating profit risks, 

you solidify sustainable financial success.

2. Automated Workflows: Cavallo provides a 

powerful suite of automation capabilities, 

capable of modeling complex quote and order 

scenarios and routing transactions based on 

countless conditions.

3. Data-Driven Decision-Making: Our AI models 

analyze historical ERP data and provide predictive 

insights for future profitability trends. By leveraging 

revolutionary analytics tools, you will uncover 

hidden profit opportunities and make more 

informed decisions for strategic growth planning. 

4. Enhanced Throughput: Order Intelligence 

optimizes order processing while ensuring 

accuracy and speed. It handles repetitive tasks to 

increase throughput without expanding staff. By 

increasing order processing efficiency, you can 

scale operations to meet growing demand. 

5. Simplified Order Management: Our user-friendly 

interfaces and intuitive dashboards simplify 

complex order processes. We centralize order 

management tasks by providing visualizations 

to reduce manual steps and create strategies 

for new profit-centric approaches. Simplifying 

order management and powering new value 

propositions are cornerstones of Order Intelligence.

STEPS TO LEVERAGE ORDER 
INTELLIGENCE FOR PROFIT 
OPTIMIZATION 
1. Conduct Real-Time Margin Analysis to Identify 

Profit Leaks:

• Utilize Order Intelligence software to conduct 

real-time margin analysis and identify potential 

profit leaks within orders. Proactively detect low-

margin issues, over-discounting, and hidden 

costs to prevent profit leakage.

2. Implement Automated Workflows for  
Streamlined Operations:

• Integrate automated workflows powered 

by Order Intelligence to streamline order 

management processes and ensure flawless 

order execution. Automate decision-making 

processes to enhance efficiency and optimize 

labor productivity.

3. Analyze Historical ERP Data to Identify  
Profit Opportunities:

• Leverage historical ERP data and Order 

Intelligence capabilities to uncover hidden profit 

opportunities buried within orders. Analyze 

critical margin trends, optimize profitability 

drivers, and make informed decisions to 

maximize profits and performance.

4. Address Bottlenecks and Inefficiencies with Real-
Time Insights:

• Use real-time insights from Order Intelligence 

to proactively address bottlenecks and margin 

leaks across orders. Automate the enforcement 

of dynamic business workflows to ensure  

every order contributes to profitability and 

operational excellence.

5. Transform Order Management Processes into 
Data-Driven Profit Machines:

• Harness the power of Order Intelligence to 

transform traditional order management 

processes into data-oriented, profit-focused 

strategies. Maximizing order margins, boosting 

throughput, and enhancing efficiency ensure 

that every order delivers maximum profitability 

and supports bottom-line growth. lin
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Integrating Order Intelligence for  
Improved Profitability

Integrating Order Intelligence software into larger ERP, 

Order Management, and Supply Chain Management 

systems enhances operational efficiency and 

profitability by targeting error-prone orders and 

proactively addressing issues within the order 

lifecycle. By honing in on problematic orders through 

real-time defect detection and proactive profit 

control mechanisms, businesses prevent margin 

leakage, eliminate bottlenecks, and easily enforce 

dynamic business rules to boost efficiency without 

increasing staff.

By integrating Order Intelligence software with leading 

ERP systems, businesses can access deep profitability 

insights to make data-driven decisions and automate 

workflows that drive continuous improvement 

strategies. Leveraging powerful AI and machine 

learning technologies, Order Intelligence empowers 

sales, marketing, operations, and finance leaders to 

make informed decisions based on data visualizations 

and analytics pulled from historical ERP data. 

Order Intelligence not only simplifies complexities in 

order management processes, it uncovers hidden 

profit opportunities and reduces labor costs, enabling 

sustained profitability and operational excellence in a 

competitive business landscape.

Conclusion

The integration of Order Intelligence software 

transforms how product-centric brands and 

distributors optimize profits within high-volume 

orders. By conducting real-time margin analysis and 

implementing automated workflows, businesses can 

unlock hidden profits, maximize operational efficiency, 

and drive sustainable growth. Order management 

systems can become data-driven profit machines. 

Order Intelligence is a strategic co-pilot for 

organizations embarking on a journey toward easily 

maximizing at-scale profitability.
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